When an organisation makes a 360 degree turn, it creates a certain amount of political pressure to foster what it calls 'white paper reviews.' As the CIO and its supporters recognize the importance of the 'Labor Party,' it is essential to understand the role of the CIO leaders, and the various political and economic forces that influence their decisions.

The March 1945 issue of the "Fourth International" magazine reports: "The rate of growth of this movement must be accelerated to the point where the CIO and that of the Vanguard party, showed that this could no longer be the medium for the first expression of political action because it would be a mere shadow of its former self." The article goes on to describe how the CIO's "labor party" became a mere shadow of its former self.

But, the CIO did support a position which said, "what was clearly revealed more than ten years ago: the nationalization of the Defense Production Board during 1925-26 gives 'no reason to think that the CIO did not understand the workers in the battle against the national CIO and the V INDEX PARTY.' What was proved is that the battle against the CIO's leadership and the third capitalist party was a battle of the workers who are breaking away from the old bourgeois parties. But the CIO also said that it would continue to fight against the Workers' Strike." The article goes on to discuss the CIO's role in the Strike Wave Growing; Workers Want Action. Workers, in fact, have been fighting against the CIO's leadership, and despite all of the recent attacks on the CIO's Strike Wave, the Workers' Strike is growing stronger. The CIO's Strike Wave is growing stronger because the workers are demanding a higher standard of living and better conditions of work.
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"Ally" Quells Greek Mutiny

May 8, 1944 — The irrevocable revolution in Europe continues to simmer. Latest addition to the list of the defeated enemies in arms is the far-reaching mutiny of the Greek Navy in Alexandria.

On April 6th, sailors of the fleet put their officers ashore and paraded the deck of the battlewagon "Youssef Pasha." The magazine reports that "they refused to serve in the war, and the "Ally" was deserted by its crew. The mutiny had been attacked by one of the Greek warships. The Greek government's representation in RAM (reputedly Stalinist-controlled) was the first to report.

But this is obviously not the whole story. More than a week later, reports came to the effect that the fleet had landed, that the crew of the Allied warships had been arrested, none killed by the massacring guns of their "Allies."

On May 6th the liberal writer, Mr. Chato, the Chicago Daily News reported that all news from Egypt to the Greek revolt is heavily censored and the official reports should not be trusted. The news is the result of long continuous and has resulted alarming propaganda "to new regimes" in the whole region, which is the most direct danger of civil war in Greece.

The situation is no less tense in Greece, and the anger of the British government is too real. The blessings of British Imperialism, which has now adopted a new premier name, "Allied," has been quite broadly that it is willing to sacrifice its principles to the necessities of war. The Greek Communist Party in their clear cut position of the clash of the two social classes - capitalist and labor - in Greece, and the British Imperialism's pressure to the weakening of the aristocracy of the masses of the world.

ALL-AID TO THE GREEK PEOPLE

KEEP IMPERIALIST HANDS OFF THE CROWNING GREEK REVOLUTION

FOR A SOVIET GREECE AND A UNITED SOCIALIST SOVIET STATES OF EUROPE

Gandhi Freed to Die in "Peace"

There are still great apostles of democracy, who, like the late Indian statesman, Mahatma Gandhi, dedicated his life to his cause. In May 1944, Gandhi died after a long illness. He was a great leader of India. His death came as a shock to many people. His ideals and principles continue to inspire many around the world.

Workers Act

Workers (Continued from Page 1)

LONDON BUS STRIKE

2,509 bus drivers and conductors gave the British government the shock of a lifetime when they struck in protest at the arrest and trial of 21 bus drivers who were imprisoned for their part in the recent London bus strike.

ITALY, FOOD RATIONS AND POLITICS

Newspaper reporters are interested in the Italian government's policy on food rations. The government has implemented a new policy to ration food, which has been met with mixed reactions. The policy aims to ensure fair distribution and prevent black market activities.

REVOLT IN EL SALVADOR

Late April, 1944. Socialist parishioners in El Salvador, a country that has been experiencing political turmoil, were killed during a revolutionary uprising. Some 35 villcinos were killed by the firing squad. Although President Maritana's government tried to quell the revolt, a general strike protesting against the government's actions finally broke out in the country's big fruit and shipping companies.

The revolt was a response to the government's decisions to impose more restrictions, which were unpopular among the rural population. The country's small country strike is an indication that its resentment against their policies continues to be a major source of discontent.

Workers of the World

INTERNATIONAL MAYDAY

May Day, day of international labor, is observed by workers of all countries took some time this year under the shadow of the Nazi invasion in Europe. In this country, instead of being out in the streets to demonstrate for better working conditions, workers were asked by the labor movement to work doubly hard.

In London, North Africa and Italy May Day was "celebrated" one day earlier than usual, as an act of solidarity with other workers who had gathered at those meetings. The strikers told them that the (the workers) industries were not helping to put down the war, but helping it in every way they could.

The overthrow of the British workers from striking in their own territory, the Allied authorities were playing with fire, in calling upon the people inside France to strike for one hour on May Day. The May Day council, following the example of the German Fascists, declared May 1 als a "non-working day," and called for a "general strike, and that the workers, as a whole, in work to disrupt the war effort in Germany.

In the Soviet Union, work was not interrupted for May Day. There were demonstrations and parades in the country's various cities, and the workers showed their solidarity, not only the traditional parades. Instead the day was dedicated to the memory of the workers who died for the "Red Ruth." Said Solomon Mikhoels, di- rector of the Yiddish Art theater, "We are the memory of the workers of the Human and McCormick churches, and the memory of the people's milling mask... ." The memory of those who died is the memory of the workers who died for the "Red Ruth."

The newest Mayday slogan of the Staliniets seems to be: "The workers are the armed forces of the working class." The workers are the working masses in war time this means in the Imperialism war machine.

FREE PRINCIPLES

Workers Act

We depend on contribution from workers for publication of this paper.

Workers' and Peasants' Councils in India

Land to the Peasants, a report by the Indian Council for India.

Workers of the World
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Secretaries of the Treasury Morgenthau has announced an agreement by 34 Nations on stabilizing currency and adhering to the principle that all nations will keep their own currency on a gold standard. The administration, chiefly through the provision of gold in their gold reserve, will have a much greater stability. The United States and the United Kingdom will have a greater stability. The United States will have a greater stability.

The new currency will be called the "stabilization fund." It will be backed by the gold reserves of the member nations. The stabilizing fund will be used to stabilize the value of the currency of each member nation. The fund will be used to purchase gold from member nations whose currency is declining in value. The fund will be used to purchase gold from member nations whose currency is declining in value. The fund will be used to purchase gold from member nations whose currency is declining in value.
Lessons of the Montgomery Ward Case

May 11, 1944 — If the Montgomery Ward case proves anything it proves that workers get nothing from Franklin D. Roosevelt and his capitalist government.

Five thousand workers at Ward's, represented by Local 28, CIO, had struck in March before the War Labor Board finally decided to order the Company to renew a contract with the Union. Meanwhile many workers had been laid off or had other troubles. Mr. Roosevelt took the word of Sewell Avery, Ward Chairman, that there was some doubt as to whether the case would be finished in time to reach the jurisdictional strike list. In the meantime, then, he ordered that a Relations Board election take place.

But even though the Union agreed to the election, the Board did nothing to enforce its own order that Avery or any other management representative meet with the employees. TheRepeatedly, the War Labor Board told the Union what they would do to get Avery to talk to the employees, but Avery would do nothing "under the present circumstances." The Board thus told the Union that it wouldn't do anything until the Union strikes.

To the credit of the Ward workers, they did go on strike. The whole deal was这样一来 that they immediately rallied the whole labor movement, both AFL and CIO, (with the exception of the Radicals of the Socialist Labor Party), who had wholeheartedly supported Avery, Mr. Roosevelt finally did something.

Government "acquiesce" of the Ward plant, however, was just a face-saving device. Two government officials set in Avery's office for 15 days but did nothing but twiddle their thumbs. Pay checks to the workers were still made up but not sent to them. In one case a worker was ordered off the job by Avery (who set up office outside the plant) by the Union, but the workers stood their ground, the government and the workers were united and management stipulated that they work or suffer the same.

Unfortunately the leadership of the International Union — United Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Employees of America (CIO) — has not used the experiences of the Avery and Avery and the government. They told the Union members that senators are a big victory. It turned out to be a phony victory, empty and hollow.

The problem before them is still the same: they must force Avery to recognize their Union and gain some security, they must fight to keep their jobs and the War Labor Board must get the hundreds of workers "reclassified" to lower wages, after the old contract expired.

Obviously the workers can expect nothing from Roosevelt.

Illusions Sour Low Wages

Illusions forced the workers to go out on strike before he would even pay attention to them. Look at the plant today — 5000 plus jobs reversed or lost. (hundreds of workers were "reclassified" to lower wages, after the old contract expired).
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Illusions Sour Low Wages

Workers forced the workers to go out on strike before he would even pay attention to them. Look at the plant today — 5000 plus jobs reversed or lost. (hundreds of workers were "reclassified" to lower wages, after the old contract expired).

The problem before them is still the same: they must force Avery to recognize their Union and gain some security, they must fight to keep their jobs and the War Labor Board must get the hundreds of workers "reclassified" to lower wages, after the old contract expired.

Obviously the workers can expect nothing from Roosevelt.

Ward workers must believe in class warfare and be prepared to fight for a vote or a fight for better wages and better working conditions.

WRITE TO POSTMASTER KREUTZER AND PROTEST THE MAIL-GAG ON THE FIGHTING WORKER AND INTERNATIONAL NEWS

CAPITOL LETTERS

The depression has put a new low — and unity among the workers a new high — with the appoint- ment of Senator Theodore Bilbo (Mississippi) to the Senate. Bilbo, a charter member of the Senate District Affairs Committee, and with the Senator’s subsequent utterances on “white supremacy”, seeks to disenfranchise the great bulk of otherwise qualified citizens. Presumably the “white supremacy” advocates in that state will be able to work with the Senator in turning the senatorial chamber to representation; but what the disfranchised, hurtful, oppressed workers of that state, of both races, think about, is not on the record. This particular element of thepress will be crushed into submission. It will be done, as it must be, by the combined efforts of the aroused and militant workers of every shop. But so must be destroyed not only fascism but EVERY form and degree of oppression under which capitalist society labors.

WRITE TO THE CONGRESS CONCERNING THE TEXAS CASE

One of the most significant decisions of the United States Supreme Court in recent years was that the ruling of Negroes have the constitutional right to vote in the primaries. A prior decision of the court, nine years ago, had declared that the primaries were not state elections, and not subject to the constitution. This was based on the Federal Elections Act and the 14th Amendment which declares that in the primary is tantamount to election, the same protection being given in the primary as in the final election.

Of course in actual practice, observers familiar with the Southern political scene, know that the vote will be kept not only from the Negroes, but also from the lower classes, the state of poverty and minority leaders of that body. UPWA even in this case forgot not the Negroes. The Union, the great majority of the workers for decent conditions) that “This will interfere with the War Effort” (with its inevitable and ultimate consequences) in Texas, as elsewhere. (Wages will be cut in peace time) and come out whole heartedly against Bilbo, fight to the last. We have no personal demerit. As an enemy by the administrative secretary of the largest local of Government employee in the country, “This is a trial bal- ance to see how far you can go along these lines. Un- less we have some real success, we must give up this battle and the reason we dare not ignore is — immediately forthcoming, they will press further and further along those lines, until they have completely crushed every possibility of protest.”

The chairman of the District Affairs Committee is in ef- fort the director of the District of Columbia, since he has broader and broader ties with the mayor and council combined of most cities, and strenge he is not retrived (for example) by the workers in which he is given such dignity powers, but only to the people of the State that elected him — and in practice, to only a small percentage of them, as the law is still in effect. Not only the registration, but the poll tax too, disfranchises the great bulk of otherwise qualified citizens.

Nevertheless the decision is significant in that it indicates that the court felt it necessary to make concessions to the Negroes in order to keep the South. This conviction, however, we need scarcely point out, does not actually touch on the real heart of the situation and if it were actually given to them, would scarcely relieve their real plight.

CLARING THE SINES

More than three thousand workers in the District gathered and continued the order of Bilbo, sending a telegram to the senator himself demanding that he re- sign, and a copy of their petition to every senator saying his prompt refusal should be refused.

Bilbo’s answer, published in the press the following morning, was that he did not intend to resign, but would make his opponents “eat crow.” At the same time he declared his order of all other whites out of the only lames they have (or can obtain) and having armed, fixed and impounded the work, the procedure, it appears will become possible on July 1 of this year, should Congress fail to act to repeal the law.

While he declares that his chief and only objective is to “make Washington a model city” his entire silence incites to the least of the citizens, nor the class that maintains them, but against the unfortunate victims of the same condition as those who have personal hatred against those victims of double oppression.

NO DEPRESSION

In sharp contrast to the war-time activities of the Bilbo “sine opus” utterances of the workers, which promised that “there will be no depression” and “everyone will be taken care of” and that “Washington will be a model city” — are now warning that “there will be considerable unavoidable unemployment for years to come, and probably a general depression” in the next few years. In practice, the primary vote will remain entirely as the demands in the full employment bill, which is the result of pressure of the big and the North — the economic conditions which, from fear, ignorance, antagonism against the all, the way the “boss men” wants them to.